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2 Getting started 

2.1 What is Oxygen Microscope and who benefit 

The Oxygen Microscope is software developed to work with M-Box (microscope). The 

system uses projects created by Helium Rough. Oxygen Microscope allows creating 

photos of rough by microscope; defining any type of inclusions, exploring and working 

with the diamond cutting solutions, allocate diamonds, evaluating the prices of the 

different possible solutions and quality of the polished diamonds and creating Customer 

and Polish reports, very defined and customized. 

 

 
 

The Oxygen Microscope is designed for diamond cutters and sale specialists dealing with 

rough diamonds, manufacturers and technologists. The software can be used for training 

and education. This system is beneficial for factory production and process control. 

 

  

http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/mbox/standard/
http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/helium/rough/
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2.2 Main features 

1. Special algorithms for Pin Point inclusions, 3D inclusion, Clouds, Flat cracks, 

Curved cracks, Blind cracks and Cavities. 

 

 
 

2. Automatic Clouds and Cavities allocation 

3. 5 axes control for multi axes manually moving of rough. Inclusions can be picked 

and placed from any window located at any place (except the place where the stone is 

glued) 

4. HDR photorealistic visualization of allocated diamonds and inner inclusions with 

its textures 

5. Different lighting options for transparent and opaque inclusions 

6. Inclusion from VVS to I3 can be mapped 

7. Cavities can be scanned and mapped 

8. Magnification up to 60x / 115x 

9. User friendly GUI and ergonomically designed control board 

10. LAN configurable. Can be networked with Helium Rough and other 

Oxygen/Pacor terminals 

11. Quick inclusion placement and very quick pay back time 

12. View the model of rough diamond and its inclusions 

13. Allocate diamonds with 17 optimization algorithms and explore solutions in 

different visualization modes 

14. Export selected allocated diamond in DMC file in parametrical mode that further 

allows modifying and optimising the parameters of cutting in the DiamCalc 

software: DiamCalc, DiamCalc Cut Designer, DiamCalc Pro and DiamCalc Color. 

Import modified DMC file back into its original Oxygen solution.  

15. Export allocated diamonds and its inclusions with textures into DiamCalc 

16. Evaluate the prices of allocation variants and clarity of polished diamond with an 

appraiser in the program 

17. Customer and Polish reports, very defined and customized 

18. Modifying appraiser 
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2.3 System requirements 

Operating system Microsoft Windows XP or later. 

Computer and processor 
Intel Core 2 Duo / Intel Core i7, i5, Core 2 Quad or AMD Atlon64-X2 is 
recommended for faster calculations and better visualization 

Memory 
512 megabytes (MB) of RAM or greater. 
2 Gb or more is recommended to work with photos 

Hard disk 
100 megabytes (MB) of available hard-disk space. If you plan to keep your projects 
with photographs longtime you may need large HD (100 -200 Gb or more) 

Display 
High-color Super VGA 1600 x 1200 x 24bit. 
1920 x 1200 x 24bit or higher resolution monitor is recommended for convenient 
work. 

Video card 

VGA card with OpenGL support 

NVIDIA GeForce 6600 or higher, ATI X1300 or higher are required to enable HDR 
rendering* (see section HDR photorealistic diamond and inclusions visualization). 
We recommend to use at least NVIDIA GeForce 6800, ATI X1600. 

Other Logitech MX Revolution mouse is recommended 

*The HDR photorealistic diamond and inclusions visualization requires Graphics 

hardware supporting specific features. Please test your GPU (Graphics hardware) with 

DiamCalc ï Graphics Compatibility Evaluator utility. This utility will attempt to render a 

reference data set in order to check if your Graphics hardware is compatible with new 

OctoNus HDR rendering engine. Even if you get negative test result the non-HDR 

visualization will be available in the program. Most of existing Windows computers is 

compatible with non-HDR OctoNus rendering engine. 

For optimal performance of automatic allocation of cavities we recommend to use: 

 

1. MZ16 System with 1.0x objective:  110x magnification 

2. Z16 System with 2.0x objective: 80x magnification 

3. M205A System with 1.0x objective: 115x magnification 

 

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/grcompevalsetup.exe
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3 What is new in Oxygen Microscope 3.3? 

3.1 New Export and Import of DMC files 

New Oxygen version 3.3 exports allocated diamond cut into DMC file in parametrical 

mode that further allows modifying and optimising the parameters of cutting in the 

DiamCalc software: DiamCalc, DiamCalc Cut Designer, DiamCalc Pro and DiamCalc 

Color. DMC cutting with improved proportions could be imported back into the Oxygen 

solution. Previous Oxygen versions save allocated diamond cut into DMC in the form of 

a polyhedron only. 

 

New feature of export / import is especially useful for work with fancy colored 

cuts. 

 

In the beginning of optimization process, a preliminary solution is allocated in the 

Oxygen. Then allocated diamond from the Oxygen is passed into the DiamCalc 

Software for analysing and optimizing its colour.  

 

DiamCalc provides possibility to study 

reflection and refractive powers of a cut; 

view the cut in different illuminations (a 

wider set of possible illuminations than in 

the Photoreal mode of the Oxygen 

application); generate light propagation 

patterns; calculate qualitative properties 

such as light return, fire, scintillation; 

simulate cut external appearance within a 

particular environment like panorama; 

perform diamond proportion for certain 

spectrum; etc. 

 

If, in the course of operation with a polished diamond in the DiamCalc software, 

its optical behavior was improved, then the modified cut saved in the DMC format 

that can be imported back into its original Oxygen solution. In the Oxygen a final 

optimization of polished diamond is performed (finding maximum of weight for 

obtained proportions). 

 

Similarly, optimization can employ authoring cuts generated in DiamCalc 

CutDesigner. 

 

DMC  Export/Import  options are available from context menu in a Tree of solutions. 
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To make export to DMC from context menu: 

 

¶ Select a polished diamond in the solution from Tree of solutions 

 

 
 

¶ Right-click on selected diamond 

 

 
 

¶ Choose in context menu Export to dmc... 

 

 
 

¶ Save DMC  file 
 

It is also possible to make export to DMC from main menu File / Export /Diamond to 

dmc file...  Read details in documentation for previous version Oxygen 3.0 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/history_3_3.phtml#4 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/history_3_3.phtml#4
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To import DMC file from context menu: 

¶ Select an original polished diamond in the Tree that will be replaced by a 

modified diamond 

¶ Right-click on selected diamond 

¶ Choose in context menu Import from dmcé 

 

 
 

¶ Select DMC  file and press Open 

 
¶ The simple local optimization process for an imported cut is launched 

automatically with the optimization method Balloon. 

Note. In case you do not need to run Balloon, unselect checkbox Fix to rough 

automatically (run balloon) in the bottom of open file dialog window. 
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¶ For further local optimization use algorithm Bound Swim (Fixed Cut) or Bound 

Swim (Vary Param). Bound Swim (Fixed Cut) performs local optimization of 

diamond location to find the maximum price keeping the original proportion with 

no change. Bound Swim (Vary Param) additionally tries different proportions. 

3.2 More precise definition of diamond density 

Oxygen 3.3 uses a more precise value of the Diamond Density, 3.51524 g/cm3. It leads to 

more precise calculation of the weights of polished diamonds. The Density value of 3.522 

g/cm3 was used in the previous versions of the software. 

Warning: Weights of diamonds allocated in previous versions of the program are not 

recalculated automatically! 

3.3 Reports update 

New program has refined methods of calculation of cut parameters. In particular, 

calculations of Height for of Girdle and Pavilion are updated. The values of parameters 

can be found in Polish reports, that generate in menu File / Create polish report... A 

detailed description of modifications in calculations can be found on the page with the 

Helium Polish 5.4 documentation 

 http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/helium/polish/history-helium5_4.html#heights  

3.4 Linked appraiser. Update active appraiser 

A linked appraiser is an appraiser with ranges for any parameter determined by the values 

of the parameter from a DMC  fi le from the diamond defined by user. 

 

For example: 

 
[cut]  

Name: Brilliant  

Quality: EX VG GD FR  

Parameters: \  

UpAngle (Á) \  

GirdleHeight_GIA (%) \  

Optimize: Table Table Table \  

DownAngleLevel0 Pavilion Pavilion \  

DownAngleLevel1 UpHeight_GIA UpHeight_GIA \  

GirdleHeight GirdleHeight_GIA GirdleHeight_GIA \  

UpAngle UpAngle UpAngle_uHFix \  

DownAngle DownAngle DownAngle \  

GirdleRatio GirdleRatio GirdleRatio \  

UpAngleLevel0 UpAngle UpAngle \  

DiamondBase: /file Name.dmc  

DiamondStart: /file Name.dmc  

Mass: 0.00 10000 0 \  

- 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 0.2 \  

- 1.0 1.0 - 0.3 0.5 \  

- 1.5 1.5 - 1.0 1.0 \  

- 2.0 2.0 - 2.0 3.0 \  

[end]  

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/helium/polish/history-helium5_4.html#heights
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In the example above the file Name.dmc in the lines DiamondBase  and DiamondStart  is 

defined as the base and start diamond, and appraising will be executed with linking to 

this file. 

 

Suppose that the crown angle value in Name.dmc is 35.0 degrees. Then the diamond, 

after optimization, gets an EX grade within the range -0.5 to 0.5 (i.e. from 34.5 to 35.5), 

gets a VG grade within the range -1.0 to 0.8 (i.e. from 34.0 to 36.0) and so on. The new 

version of Oxygen allows changing this base file interactively from the application. 

The Settings / Update active appraiser menu offers two options: By dmc fileé and By 

active diamond. 

 

 
First option By dmc file... allows to select a desired DMC  file with parameter values 

known to you. This operation changes the current appraiser and further allocations, and 

appraising will be done according to this new appraiser. 

 

It is possible to select any diamond in the Tree of solutions (thereby the operator renders 

the diamond active) and then update the appraiser to that active diamond by choosing 

second option By active diamond. From then on, appraising will proceed relative to the 

diamond selected. 

3.5 Smoother lighting control 

The behaviour of the lighting control knob was adjusted. Now turning the knob will lead 

to more smooth and intuitive change of lighting intensity, when looking directly with 

human eyes. This feature uses non-linear conversion of knob rotation angle to lighting 

brightness. It is turned on by default. 

3.6 Bugfix 

The new version includes a number of corrections regarding enhanced application 

reliability in the modules of inclusion withdrawal, search for new directions, and report 

generation. 
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4 Workspace 

4.1 Open project 

To start working with Oxygen Microscope open file with project. The projects can 

include 3d models of rough, inclusions models and solutions. Oxygen projects also 

include working modes, Scene setting and etc.  

The follow types of projects are supported: 

¶ Oxygen projects - *.oxg  

¶ Pacor projects - *.mmd  

¶ Helium Rough projects - *.mmd  

To open project / file: 

¶ Start the program  

¶ Open file from the Open dialog window  

 

¶ To open another file use File/Open menu or Drag and drop 
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4.2 Different working modes 

There are six standard working modes in the Oxygen Microscope:  

¶ Cavities 

¶ Inclusions  

¶ Allocate  

¶ Diamonds  

¶ inclusions in polished  

¶ Photoreal  

The modes allow to activate different workspaces of the program with its objects 

visualization and layout of panels. 

 

C1 and C2 are user-definable working modes. The program allows to define your own 

working mode as a set of the desired panels and a type of object visualization. C1 and C2 

modes are saved in the registry.  

If you have file with saved modes C1 and C2 it is loaded automatically. The loaded 

modes are available through the button original .  

Note. Find Inclusion mode is obsolete. Please use new Microscope mode. 

Cavities and Inclusions modes 

The Cavities and Inclusions modes are designed for:  

¶ view rough diamonds in a microscope  

¶ control microscope and camera  

¶ make photos by a microscope camera  

¶ explore photos  

¶ create Cavities automatically or manually in Cavities mode 

¶ create 3D inclusions, Points, Cracks and Clouds in Inclusions mode 

¶ modify and delete cavities and inclusions  

¶ estimate precisions and consistency of inclusions  

¶ view diamond model and inclusions models  

http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/doc_microscope_mode.phtml
http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/doc_allocate_mode.phtml
http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/doc_diamonds_mode.phtml
http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/doc_inclusions_polished_mode.phtml
http://www.octonus.com/oct/products/oxygen/microscope/doc_photoreal_mode.phtml
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There are four views available:  

¶ Microscope camera  

¶ Photo view  

¶ Inclusion view  
¶ Model view (standard, the same as in previous versions Oxygen Inclusion)  

To use these modes select button Cavities (default) or Inclusions on the top toolbar: 

 

There are controls panel on the right side of the screen. The controls panel includes tree 

tabs:  

¶ Inclusions - to create or edit inclusions  

¶ Hardware - to control the microscope and camera  

¶ Photo Sets - to load, view and select photos  
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Microscope camera mode 

The Microscope camera mode allows to create photos of inclusions and cracks inside 

the stone. To use this mode select button Microscope camera on the left panel. 

 

 
 

There is live camera view in the center of the screen allows to observe rough, 3d model 

over the rough and Indicator Pear of the current facetôs slope. 

 

The Indicator Pear has three colors: green, yellow and red. 

¶ Green - fine orientation for creating Inclusions contours 

¶ Yellow - good facet orientation 

¶ Red - orientation of facet is not recommended to make contours 

 

    
The Pear is a curve line 
cover circle in the center 
of Scene and current 
normal position. The 
Tail of Pear is always 
directed to the normal. 

The length of Pear 
depends on the angle 
between the normal to 
the current facet of a 
diamond and direction 
of operator view. Then 
an angle is to big the 
Tail of Pear might go out 
the Scene. 

Length of Pear become 
short or long as leveling of 
facet. When the facet has 
normal view Pear shape 
changes into Circle. 

The color of Pear depends 
on the angle of normal 
deviation. 

¶ More then 25 degree ï 
red 

¶ From 10 to 25 degree ï 
yellow 

¶ Less 10 degree - green 
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The panels on the bottom allow: 

¶ set brightness and contrast 

¶ adjust focus on surface 

¶ set focus on surface of 3d model 

¶ AutoFocus on the real surface of rough or inclusion 

¶ set focus on inclusion 

¶ accurate set microscope zoom 

¶ make photos 

 

The Microscope and Camera are controlled in the Hardware tab on the right side of the 

screen. 

Photo view mode 

The Photo view mode allows to view and select photos for creating inclusion.  

The photos obtained from microscope saved in Photo Sets. Photo set is a folder with 

photos.  

To work with Photo sets select tab Photo Sets: 

 

To create Photo set use button New Set. 

 

Note. It is recommended to group photos in Photo sets by themes: inclusions, cracks, 

clouds and etc. 

To load Photo sets: 

¶ Select tab Photo sets 
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¶ Press key Load Sets in the bottom  

¶ Select some folders with photos  

¶ Photos will be loaded into tab Photo Sets 

¶ The set might be one or several: Set1, Set2 ʠ etc.  

 

To save in JPG format:  

¶ Click on Save current set or save all sets 

¶ Choose .bmp or .jpg format 

 

Note. Which format is proper for you?  

MBox Images saved in JPG format have size 10 times less than images in bmp format.  

Using of JPG format can save you up to 90% of disk space. It should be noticed that 

JPG image compression is not lossless and slightly affects the image quality.  

We believe that the level of compression used in the Oxygen software keeps enough 

good image quality required to work with inclusions and therefore we generally 

recommend to use JPG format, especially if you store images for long time or send 

them through the Internet or local network.  

If you don't care about the size of images and want to use lossless image format than 

you may prefer to use bmp. 

 

To explore photos in a gallery: 

¶ Select a photo 
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¶ Double click selected photo or press button Single 

 

¶ The photo will be enlarged 

 

¶ To switch back to the gallery press button Gallery 

 

¶ To list photos use buttons 

 

¶ To list photos by mouse 

o press and hold left mouse button 

o hold and move mouse on Scene 

o the photos will be changing like a movie 
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Inclusions mode 

Inclusions mode allows to view selected inclusion or cavity in large size. The buttons 

Clarityé and Sandwiché allows to change clarity and make sandwiches. They are 

available in Inclusions mode only. 

 

Model view mode 

Model view mode provides standard view of rough model with cavities and inclusions. 

Cavities are cut from rough model and do not participate in further processes. 
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Allocate mode 

The Allocate mode allows to find and view solutions for rough diamonds.  

Tree panel on the left shows solution list, diamonds and saw layers. 

 

Diamonds mode 
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Inclusion in polished mode 

 

Photorealistic image mode (DiamCalc style of image) 

 

Read details in the section HDR photorealistic diamond and inclusions visualization 
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4.3 Tree panel 

Tree panel is the list with all solutions, rough diamond model, polished diamonds, 

inclusions and etc.  

The Tree panel is designed to show and control all objects of the project. Tree panel is 

available in the Solutions, Diamonds, Inclusions and Photoreal modes. 

 

To show solutions list click over Solutions in Tree panel: 

  

By default you see only one solution in Scene at a time - the solution you selected in 

Tree. 

To show solutions expand it on Tree. Solutions include allocated diamonds and saw 

layers. 

 

To hide any object of solution use Alt click . 
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To show / hide inclusions: 

¶ Expand inclusions in Tree panel 

¶ Click over different inclusions in Tree panel 

 

¶ Inclusion is highlighted (becomes more bright) in the scenes 

 

¶ To hide this inclusion in scenes (not shown) click mouse over the gray circle icon 

near the inclusion and hold Alt  key the same time 

¶ The inclusion is hidden (the icon becomes hollow circle) 

 

¶ Next Alt-click over it will make inclusion visible again 
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4.4  Single view and 4-views Scene modes 

To switch between single view and 4-views Scene mode use buttons m1 and m4 

 

  
 

To switch between Four Scenes use button  

 

 

4.5 Move and Zoom options 

To control objects in Scene use the instruments move, rotate, zoom in, and zoom out 

from the toolbox:  

 

The default tool in the scene is Rotate.  

¶ to rotate objects in Scene press left mouse button and move mouse 

¶ to move the scene hold Shift  button 

¶ to Zoom In/Out hold Ctrl  button 

 

Select View/Show toolbox text from menu to show big size buttons with its titles. 
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4.6 Movement panel 

The Movement panel allows precisely set distance, angle and zoom steps for any object 

on the scene. 

To open panel select from menu View / Movement 

 

To move objects: 

¶ Select Move mode:  

o Viewpoint 

o Object selected in main tree 

¶ Move objects with button in Translate section 

¶ Rotate objects with button in Rotate section 

4.7 Scene render settings 

There are different styles of object visualization: 

¶ Wire-frame (lines) 

¶ Solid 

¶ Transparent 

¶ Refracted (for inclusions). 

 

The visualization scheme is changed automatically when you switch the working mode. 

However, it is possible to adjust visualization style for one or all scenes according to your 

momentary needs: 

¶ Click Tea-pot button  to adjust visualization mode 

http://127.0.0.1/oct/products/oxygen/inclusions/guide-page3.phtml
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¶ Select the desired visualization styles for objects in the Render settings panel 

¶ Optionally select Apply these settings to active scene only or Apply these 

settings to all scenes 

¶ Press OK . 

4.8 Color and light settings 

To change color and light settings: 

¶ Open panel from menu Settings / Color and light settings 

¶ Adjust contrast of Scene and brightness of rough models 

 

To set the color of the background 

¶ Press button  in the panel Color and light settings 

¶ Select color in the Color panel 
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¶ Press Ok 

 

To change color of a rough or a diamond: 

¶ Click right mouse button on it in Tree panel 

¶ Open Coloré 

4.9 Autosave file option 

The option allows to save oxg file 

automatically. When Autosave option 

is enabled a copy of working project is 

saved periodically in file 

****_Autosave  in the folder My 

Documents. In case of software 

unexpected error you will be able to 

recover your work. 

 

To switch on / off Autosave option and 

make Autosave settings: 

¶ Open panel AutoSave options from menu Settings / Autosave optionsé 

¶ Check / uncheck section Enable Autosave 
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5 Creating Inclusions 

Oxygen software allows creating all types of inclusions Point, 3D, Clouds, Flat cracks, 

Curved cracks and others. Modern Context based interface is easy and comfortable. 

5.1 Adjusting focus on surface 

We recommend to adjust focus on surface every time you create new contour of inclusion 

from some new facet. It allows to get more accurate result of constructing inclusion. 

 

To adjust focus on surface: 

1. Look in your microscope and find an inclusion 

2. Try to find the facet position where Indicator Pear is green or yellow 

 

3. Set focus on the surface of 3D model of stone via button Surface 

 

4. Press button AutoFocus or change the focus position manually if a picture in a 

microscope is blurring (See section Auto focus) 

 

5. Press button Adjust  to define a local correction of focus on surface 

  

Now you are ready to create an inclusionôs contour. 
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5.2 Point Inclusions 

The Oxygen Microscope creates Point Inclusions by one photo or several photos from 

different directions. Use Point Inclusion tool in case of small inclusions with simple 

shape full fit in ʘ field of depth. 

Procedure outline 

Step 1. Making one or two photos from different directions 

Step 2. Creating a contour from one direction 

Step 3. Creating a contour from second direction 

Step 4. Verifying visual shape of inclusion 

Step 5. Recommendation 

 

Download example .oxg file with photos: 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SamplePoint.zip 

Step 1. Making one ore two photos from different direction 

Make at least one photo of a point. Make several photos from different directions to 

create more precise Point Inclusion. 

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SamplePoint.zip
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Step 2. Creating a contour from one direction 

¶ Select one photo of point and zoom it 

 

 

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu 

 

¶ Select New Point in context menu 
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¶ Draw contour of point 
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¶ Enclose contour by double click: 

 

¶ Perform contour with right and left mouse buttons 

¶ Then contour is ready right click mouse and select Finish in context menu 
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¶ The fi rst contour is ready.  

 

¶ See 3D model of inclusion created by one contour 
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Step 3. Creating a contour from second direction 

¶ Select photo of point from another direction 

 

¶ Right click mouse in Scene and select Add contour in the section Point-1 
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¶ Make second contour the same way as first contour 

 

¶ Point inclusion is ready 

 

¶ Check inclusion Precision, Consistency and Clarity  
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Step 4. Verifying visual shape of inclusion 

To verify visual shape of Point inclusion:  

¶ Press button Current inclusion  in the bottom panel to see its silhouette over the 

photo.  

¶ Press button Deselect All witch allows to unselect all inclusions  

¶ List photos and see inclusions lilac silhouette over the photos 
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Step 5. Recommendation  

We recommend to use several contours from different directions to create more 

precise Point Inclusion!  

 

  

Two cylinders of one inclusion created with two 
different photos, zoom 50x (M-Box MZ 16A) 

Final model of inclusion created by intersection 
of two cylinders obtained with two different 
photos, zoom 50x (M-Box MZ 16A) 

 

5.3 Blind method for creating Point inclusions and Deep points 

The Blind method allows to create Point inclusions and Deep points of Cracks, 3D and 

Cavities without creating a photo. The method is very fast and accurate. 

 

To create Point inclusion by Blind method:  

 

¶ Switch into Inclusions mode and activate Microscope camera view 

¶ Be sure that no one of inclusions is selected in Inclusions panel on the right 

side 

¶ Place the center of inclusion under the microscope crosshair  

¶ Focus on the inclusion 

¶ Press Point button on the M-box keyboard or Blind point  button in the panel New 

Photo in the bottom of the screen. 

 

Point button on the M-box keyboard 
Blind point button in the panel New 

Photo in the bottom of the screen. 
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¶ Point inclusion will be created 

 

The Deep points in Cracks, 3D and Cavities can be created the same way. Use this 

feature for inclusion refinement if verification shows that inclusion is not built accurate. 

 

To create Deep point by Blind method:  

 

¶ Switch into Inclusions mode and activate Microscope camera view 

¶ But be sure that inclusion Cracks, 3D or Cavity selected in Inclusions panel. 

¶ Place the center of inclusion under the microscope crosshair  

¶ Focus on the desired deep point 

¶ Press Point button on the M-box keyboard or Blind point  button in the panel New 

Photo in the bottom of the screen.  

¶ Deep point will be created 

 

So, if no one inclusion is selected button Point creates new Point inclusion; and if Crack 

or Cavity Inclusion are selected button Point creates new Deep point for selected 

inclusion. 
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5.4 3D Inclusions 

Tool 3D Inclusions is designed to create 3D inclusion models for large inclusions with 

complex shape and size more then field of depth.  

 

  

Photo of Large 3D inclusion Oxygen 3D Inclusion model 

Algorithm of constructing 3D inclusion is different from algorithm of Point inclusions. 

Cylinder is created by 3D inclusionôs contour and cut only from one side closed to 

observer, because the observer can not see what is beyond field of depth for large 

inclusions, is there inclusion or not. 

 

In case of Point inclusions cylinder is cut from two sides. The length of cylinder is equal 

a field of depth (see Appendixes). 

 

The method of constructing 3D inclusions is similar to Clouds. The example below can 

be also used for creating Clouds. 

Procedure outline 

Step 1. Making photos 

Step 2. Creating a contour from one direction 

Step 3. Creating a contour from second direction 

Step 4. Verifying inclusion 

 

Download example .oxg file with photos: 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/Sample3D.zip 

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/Sample3D.zip
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Step 1. Making photos 

Make at least two photos of 3D inclusion from different directions for creating inclusion. 

We recommend to make additional photos from other direction for verification 

 

Step 2. Creating a contour from one direction 

¶ Select one photo of 3D inclusion and zoom it 

 

Note. To improve the photo Auto Contrast effect is switched on in this example 

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu and select New 3D 
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¶ For more comfortable work choose proper tool for creating contour. For this 

example of 3D we recommend to use Magic Wand tool. Right click mouse on 

Scene and select Magic Wand on context menu: 
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¶ Use instrument Magic Wand to create inclusion contour: 

 

¶ Then you release mouse button the contour is created automatically: 
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¶ Finish contour with context menu 

 

¶ The first contour is ready. 
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Step 3. Creating a contour from second direction 

¶ Select photo of 3D inclusion from another direction 

 

¶ Right click mouse in Scene and select Add contour in context menu 

 

¶ Make second contour with Magic Wand tool 
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¶ Finish contour with context menu 
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¶ The second contour is completed 

 

¶ 3D inclusion is ready 
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Step 4. Verifying inclusion 

¶ Press button Current inclusion  to see inclusionôs silhouette over the photo. 

 

¶ Verify its shape from another direction 
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5.5 Clouds 

The method construction of Cloud inclusions is similar to 3D inclusions. Actually the 

example below can be used for creating 3D inclusions. But 3D and Clouds inclusions 

have different photorealistic rendering in the allocated diamonds (see section HDR 

photorealistic diamond and inclusions visualization). 

 

Note. Future versions will also have different Clarity estimation for 3D and Cloud 

type of inclusions. 

Procedure outline 

Step 1. Making two photo from different direction 

Step 2. Creating a contour from one direction 

Step 3. Creating a contour from second direction 

Step 4. Verifying inclusion 

 

Download example, oxg file with photos: 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SampleCloud.zip 

 

Step 1. Making two photo from different direction 

Make at least two photos of a cloud from different directions. Try to focus on the nearest 

side of cloud to observer. 

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SampleCloud.zip
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Step 2. Creating a contour from one direction 

¶ Select one photo of cloud and zoom it 

 

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu 
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¶ Select New Cloud in context menu 

 

¶ Draw contour of cloud with left click 
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¶ Enclose contour by double click 

 

¶ Perform contour with right and left mouse buttons 

¶ Then contour is ready right click mouse and select Finish in context menu 

 

¶ The one contour is ready. 
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Step 3. Creating a contour from second direction 

¶ Select photo of cloud from another direction 

 

¶ Right click mouse in Scene and select Add contour in context menu 
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¶ Make second contour the same way 
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¶ The Cloud inclusion is ready. 

 

Step 4. Verifying inclusion 

¶ Press button Current inclusion  to see inclusion silhouette over the photo. 

 

¶ Verify its shape from another direction 
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¶ Correct contours if need 
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5.6 Automatic clouds 

Automatic cloud allocation feature is available since version 3.1. The feature is designed 

for automatic fast plotting of large groups of point inclusions. Plotting large point clouds 

like the one you can see on the screenshots below can be extremely time-consuming. 

With this new feature plotting is done automatically so all you have to do to allocate a 

cloud is to make a few mouse clicks. 

 

 
 

The follow section describes how to create a cloud automatically 

 

Procedure outline: 

Step 1. Set cloud position in microscope 

Step 2. Define cloud contour 

Step 3. Set starting position 

Step 4. Set terminal position 

Step 5. Automatic allocation of cloud 

Step 6. Cloud visualization 
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Step 1. Set cloud position in microscope 

1. Switch to Microscope camera mode and focus on the central part of the cloud 

 

2. Make sure you have chosen an optimal view direction - green pear at the center of the 

screen. You will not be able to change view direction during auto cloud creation, only 

focus can be changed. 
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3. Select New Auto Cloud item from the context menu 

 

Note. New Auto Cloud item appears in context menu only in Microscope camera 

mode 

Step 2. Define cloud contour 

Define cloud contour as shown on the screenshot below 
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Step 3. Set starting position 

Now specify starting position for scanning: 

 

1. Focus on the beginning of the cloud 

We recommend to find the point of the cloud that is nearest to the stone 

surface and focus on it 

 

2. Press button Set starting position! at the Inclusions panel 

Note: Do not change the translation stage position and 

do not rotate the stone during step 3 and all the next 

steps. If you moved or rotated the stone during autocloud 

creation, an error message would be shown and you 

would have to enter all the components for autocloud 

once more. To do it, first click on the thumbnail of cloud 

contour on the right panel, then repeat the procedure of 

autocloud allocation from the first step. 
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Step 4. Set terminal position 

In the same way specify terminal position of the scanning: 

 

1. Find the deepest point of the cloud and focus on it 

 

2. Press button Set terminal position! in the Inclusions panel 
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Step 5. Automatic allocation of cloud 

Now press Begin scanning! button and wait 

 

Progress window will be shown to indicate the process of cloud allocation. Allocation 

process may take from 10 seconds up to 1-2 minutes depending on the cloud size and 

computer configuration 
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Step 6. Cloud visualization 

After finishing allocation process inclusion model of cloud is ready 
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3D models visualization 

3D model of allocated cloud inclusion can be observed in two modes:  

 

¶ Full area of probable location of the cloud 

¶ Assumed size 

 
Full area of probable location of the cloud Assumed size 

Cloud is shown as one inclusion Cloud is shown as a set of point inclusions 

  

 

To see cloud in full area size mode select 

from menu Inclusion / 3D Visualization / 

Full area of probable location 

 

To see cloud in assumed size mode select 

from menu Inclusion / 3D Visualization / 

Assumed size 
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Visualization inclusion of contours 

 
To see cloud on photos: 

 

1. Switch to Photo sets tab 

2. Find photos that have been taken during the cloud scanning 

 

3. In the center of the screen see the allocation results.  
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Oxygen displays: 

¶ reprojection of cloud 3D model that will be used for optimization by blue, 

transparent (see on screenshot below) 

¶ contours of cloud points by blue contours (see on screenshot below) 

¶ contours of 3D inclusions found during cloud allocation by light -purple contours 

(see on screenshot in the next section Splitting cloud parts) 

 

We recommend to look through all cloud photos and make sure that all cloud 

points are allocated correctly 
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5.7 Splitting cloud parts 

In case some cloud points are located close to each other an automatic allocation tool can 

accidentally merge them. On the screenshot below you can see that a number of cloud 

points have been merged into one large 3D inclusion. 

 

In such case please right-click on the cloud part and choose Split this part  item in the 

context menu: 
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Oxygen will try to split an inclusion into smaller parts. 

Splitting procedure results can be seen on the screenshot below. 
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5.8 Flat Cracks 

The system allows constructing Flat Crack inclusions. 

 

  

Photo of Flat crack Oxygen 3D model of Flat crack 

 

The new context based method for creating Flat Cracks is available. 

Procedure outline 

Step 1. Making photos 

Step 2. Creating surface line 

Step 3. Creating deep points 

Step 4. Creating crack profile 

Step 5. Verifying crack 

 

Download example .oxg file with photos: 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SampleFlatCrack.zip 

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SampleFlatCrack.zip
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Step 1. Making photos 

Make photos containing: surface line, crack profile and one or several deep points of 

crack. We recommend make at least one other photo for verification. 

 

Step 2. Creating surface line 

¶ Select a photo with surface line 

 

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu and select New Flat Crack 
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¶ To create Flat crack you must create at least: 

o one Surface line, one Deep point and one Crack profile 

o or two Surface lines and one Crack profile 

o or tree Deep points and one Crack profile 

By default the program suggest to create one Surface line, one Deep point and one 

Crack profile: 

 

¶ Draw surface line 
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¶ Then line is ready right click mouse and select Finish in context menu 

 

¶ The Surface line is ready. 
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Step 3. Creating deep points 

¶ To create deep point: 

o Select inclusion component Deep point  

o Select photo with deep point and zoom it 

 

 

o Right click mouse in Scene in place where you want to create Deep point 

and select Add instant deep point in context menu 
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o The Deep point is ready 
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¶ To precise deep point 

o Be sure DeepPoint 1 component is selected in the inclusions panel 

o Select photo from other direction 

 

o Right click mouse in Scene in place where you want to create precise deep 

point and select Add instant contour to current deep point 

 

o Deep point is precised 
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Step 4. Creating crack profile 

¶ Select photo with crack profile 

  

 

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu and select Add crack profile  
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¶ Draw crack profile 

 

 

¶ Enclose contour with double click and perform it if need. 
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¶ Finish contour with context menu 

¶ The Crack profile is completed 

 

¶ Flat Crack inclusion is ready. 
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Step 5. Verifying inclusion 

Compare photos with new created crack model over the photo. 

 

Modify contours, add more deep points if need. 
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5.9 Curved cracks 

New Oxygen Microscope tool allows constructing surface Curved cracks. 

 

  

Photo of Curved crack Oxygen 3D model of Curved crack 

 

Algorithm constructs a shape of curved crack by surface line and 3D points. The 

perpendiculars are put from 3D points in the deep of stone to Surface line. The other 

directions are constructed by interpolation (see illustration below). The final crack shape 

is defined by crackôs Outline. 
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Procedure outline 

Step 1. Making photos 

Step 2. Creating surface line 

Step 3. Creating crack profile 

Step 4. Creating deep points 

Step 5. Verifying inclusion 

 

Download example .oxg file with photos: 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SampleCurvedCrack.zip 

 

Step 1. Making photos 

Make photos. The set of photos should contain: Surface line, Crack outline and Several 

deep points of crack. We recommend make at least one additional photo from different 

direction for verification 

 

http://www.octonus.com/oct/download/files/oxygen/SampleCurvedCrack.zip
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Step 2. Creating surface line 

¶ Select a photo with Surface line 

 

 

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu and select New Curved Crack 

 

¶ Draw surface line 
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¶ Then line is ready right click mouse and select Finish in context menu 

 

 

¶ The Surface line is ready. 
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Step 3. Creating crack profile 

¶ Select photo with crack profile.  

¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu and select Add crack profile  

 

¶ Draw crack profile and enclose contour with double click 
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¶ Perform contour if need 

¶ Finish contour with context menu 

 

¶ Crack profile is ready 
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Step 4. Creating deep points 

We recommend to create several deep points to make shape of crack more precise.  

Create deep point: 

¶ Select photo with deep point  

¶ Right click mouse in Scene in place where you want to create Deep point and 

select Add instant deep point in context menu 
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Add precise contour to Deep point: 

¶ Be sure you selected DeepPoint 1 component in the panel Inclusions 

 

 

¶ Select photo from other direction 

 

¶ Right click mouse in Scene in place where you want to create precise contour for 

Deep point and select Add instant contour to current deep point 
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¶ Deep point is ready and precise 
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¶ Now Curved crack looks like the follow 

 

 

¶ Add more Deep points the same way 

¶ Now crack looks like following 
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Step 5. Verifying inclusion 

Compare photo with new created crack model over the photo. 

 

  

 

Modify contours, add more deep points if need. 
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5.10  Blind method for creating Cracks 

Blind method for creating Flat and Curved Cracks is available. The method allows to 

create cracks looking into Oxygen Microscope and adjusting lighting for every blind 

point of crack profile which is not possible in case of creating crack profile by one photo. 

The new possibility is especially useful for thin transparent edges of crack visible through 

microscope.  

The new method allows using blind photos and real photos data together. 

 

There is a small step-by-step example of creating blind crack.  

Procedure outline 

Step 1. Starting creating flat blind crack 

Step 2. Walking around crack profile 

Step 3. Creating deep points 

Step 1. Starting creating flat blind crack 

To start create a blind crack: 

¶ Switch on Microscope camera mode and find a crack via microscope. 
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¶ Right click mouse on Scene to open context menu and select New Flat Crack 

 

Note. Donôt make any more clicks on Scene. If you click it accidentally the method of 

creating Flat Crack by photos will be activated. And blind method will not be 

preceded. 

 

¶ Select Crack profile  inclusion component in the Inclusion panel 

 

Step 2. Walking around crack profile 
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To create crack profile: 

¶ Look into your microscope on the crack 

¶ Place the center of focused point of crack under the microscope crosshair. It can 

be point on Surface of the crack or in the Deep of the crack 

¶ Focus on point under the microscope crosshair 

¶ Press Point button on the M-box mouse, M-box keyboard or Blind point  button in 

the panel New Photo in the bottom of the screen. 

 

¶ Point will be added into Crack profile 
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¶ Now walk around the crack and make more blind points the same way. Every time 

you should focus on point under the microscope crosshair and adjust lighting for 

better visibility of crack edges: 
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¶ Create at least 3 points or more for Crack profile to make a Flat Crack 
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¶ To delete last created blind point right click mouse on Scene and select in context 

menu Delete last crack point  

 

Note. To delete blind points use right + left mouse button click 

¶ Then you finish walking around the crack profile the contour will be enclosed and 

computer will make a sound. To see transparent crack model over the photo 

switch on button All inclusions or Current inclusion on the bottom of screen on 

section Scene.  

 

Note. It is possible to enclose and finish contour manually. Right click mouse on 

Scene and select in context menu Finish blind crack profile 
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¶ Check crack profile contour from some other direction 

 

¶ Flat blind crack is ready 
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Step 3. Creating deep points 

For better accuracy of crack inclusion create one or several deep points with precise 

contours. 

 

5.11 Inclusion clarity and contrast 

Clarity is assigned to inclusion automatically and is based on inclusion type and size. 

Though, you can change clarity manually. Switch into Inclusion mode on left panel and 

press Clarity  button on the bottom pane: 

 
Contrast characteristic of inclusion affects the Inclusion clarity assigned by automatic 

algorithms. 

The contrast grade affects to: 

Suggested clarity group in the Specify inclusion clarity window 

Assumed diamond clarity in automatic diamond clarity estimation in inclusion in 

polished mode 
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By default cracks receive Medium contrast, clouds receive Low contrast, all other types - 

High contrast. 

If you need to change contrast of some inclusion manually, right click on inclusion in 

Scene and select Change clarityé 

5.12 Sandwich 

Sandwich feature allows to find allocation options having parts of big inclusion inside 

polished diamonds. 

 

To create sandwich select the desired inclusion and click button Make sandwich in the 

Rough / Inclusions mode. 

 

There are two different types of sandwich: Slices and Shell.  

 

Shell sandwich feature is extended with ability to create an extra medium layer Double 

sandwich. When sandwich is created the Ex-parts are automatically assigned with the 

desired clarity (clarity that user selected in the Make sandwich window). 

 

Slice type of sandwiches is obsolete and will be removed in the next version. In the 

current version you can create slice sandwiches but the option of manual geometry 

modification is not available. 

 

We recommend using sandwiches only for cracks. Usually only cracks are allowed to be 

on a surface of polished diamond. 
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To return back to single inclusion (undo sandwich) select the Core part of desired 

sandwich and click Make sandwich again. You will be asked for confirmation. 

The sandwich feature allows SI3/I1/I2 layers. 

5.13 Auto focus 

AutoFocus button allows to focus on the real surface of rough or on the inclusion 

automatically.  

The program moves the focus in the area of several depths of field and searches for the 

sharpest image near the crosshair. The analyzed image area is 100 pixels around 

crosshair; the focus scanning area is about 15 depth of field. 

Use [Ctrl -A]  hot key for AutoFocus, this key sequence can be also assigned to some 

button of Logitech MX Revolution mouse. 

 

 

5.14 Crosshair & Pear button 

Crosshair & Pear button  allows to switch On / Off crosshair and pear 

indicator on Scene.  
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Crosshair & Pear button switched On Crosshair & Pear button switched Off 
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5.15 Effects 

The button Effects in the right bottom allows to 

activate Auto-Contrast and other visual effects 

helping to see inclusions and crack borders clearly on 

the photographs with low contrast and imperfections. 

 

 

  

5.16 Auto Exposure 

The new option Auto Exposure is available in the 

Microscope camera mode. To switch on Auto-

Exposure press button A-E in the section Camera 

 

 

5.17 Extra options for inclusion visualization 

The new visualization options are available: Set color of inclusions and contours, Show 

only inclusions in Focus and Hide inclusions contour. 

Also it is possible to define transparency of inclusions projections and transparency 

of contours. 

To use new extra options: 

1. Press new button Other options in the bottom panel of Scene 
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2. Select or unselect an option from list  

 

To show Inclusion projections use buttons All inclusions or Current inclusion .  

 

Option Transparent inclusion projections regulates transparency of inclusions. 

Transparent projections are helpful when you need to see contours of real inclusion on 

the photo under its projection. If you want to stress inclusions on strongly-contrast photo, 

use opaque mode. 

 

Contours are shown on photos in places you input inclusion components. By default, 

contours are highlighted with transparent green for active inclusion or purple for other 

inclusions.  

 

To set opaque mode of inclusions contours unselect Transparent contours: 

 

To hide inclusions contours select Hide inclusion contours. 

 

Option Show only inclusions in focus affects method of inclusions are shown on photos. 

On the photo below there are some inclusions are evident - in depth of field. And others 

inclusions are blurred strongly - unfocused.  
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To avoid showing unfocused inclusions check Show only inclusions in focus.  

 

To see all of the inclusions in spite of their visibility on the photo uncheck Show only 

inclusions in focus.  

 

Here is an example of focused and unfocused inclusions and variants of its 

representation: 

 

   
Two types of inclusions, in focus 
and not in focus 

To highlight inclusions in focus: 
select Show only inclusions in 
focus in list and press button All 
inclusions 

To highlight both types of 
inclusions in focus and not in 
focus: unselect Show only 
inclusions in focus in list 

 

Note. Show only inclusions in focus option is effective only for MBox photos. 
Helium photos do not contain information about focus, so keep this option off if you work 

with Helium photos. 
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To set color of inclusions and contours on Scene: 

 

1. Press button Other options and select in list Set inclusions projection color... 

 

2. Visualization settings window opens 
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5.18 Locate Inclusion Tool  

Locate Inclusion tool allows to find easy and precisely the places where Inclusions could 

be found. This feature makes a forecast of the positions profits where inclusion contours 

can be created. The estimations are based on angles and sizes of the facets. They are 

shown in the panel via green, yellow and red colour and length of indicators. Green and 

yellow as usual reveal the optimal positions for making contours. 

Locate Inclusion works in Microscope mode only. In current version Locate Inclusion 

works with Point Inclusions and with Points in Flat Cracks. 

There is a small description of Locate Inclusion panel on the picture. 

 
The Locate Inclusion panel is available on the right bottom corner of the program. It 

becomes active every time when you can use this feature: when you select ready 

inclusion in the list or when you find new contours for new inclusion. Please read the 

example how to locate point inclusion in the section below. 
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Example. Locating Point inclusion 

¶ Select a facet with point inclusion via microscope 

¶ Adjust focus on surface 

¶ Focus on an inclusion 

 

¶ Make first contour 
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¶ Switch on into Microscope camera mode 

 

When the first contour is ready the panel Locate Inclusions will be active and show 

perspective positions* where you can probably see inclusion. 

 

 

*The indicators of positions show its profits by colour and length, square of facets and 

status. Status of positions can be following: 

  

 not observed 

 observed, but contour was not created 

 observed, contour created 

 observed, but marked as poor position 
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¶ Switch on Crosshair & Pear button  

¶ Select one of the positions in Locate Inclusion panel. New second circle-pear 

indicator marked as red color in the picture below will appear around fi rst circle-

pear indicator marked as green color. This indicator shows the direction to 

position for next inclusion contour. 

 

¶ Rotate the stone by handle and look for the second circle-pear indicator. Try to 

make second circle-pear indicator more rounds.  
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¶ Rotate stones until second circle-pear indicator became green and green dashed 

lines appeared. Green lines show the next direction.  

¶ Move stone by handle in the horizontal plane until third circle indicator will 

appears. 

 

¶ Try to combine it with second circle-pear indicator 
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¶ See the picture of two circles combined together. Focus on the inclusion with 

vertical line indicator:  

o To focus on inclusion automatically press button Inclusion in the bottom 

panel Microscope section Set focus on 

o To focus on inclusion manually use button Up and Down in the bottom 

panel Microscope with suitable step. Or use MBox mouse. 

 

¶ The navigation is completed:  

o If you are not able to see inclusion click on the corresponding question 

mark to set status of this position as poor, then select another position.  

o If you can see inclusion: adjust focus on surface, try to set pear indicator to 

green, focus on inclusion again and so on) 

 

 

 

¶ Create new inclusion contour 
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¶ The new inclusion is ready 

 

 




































































































































































